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nstructions
for Stud y1ng
a Foreign
Language
•

Katherine Knott

Take out a piece of paper and let your brain dribble out of
your ears. Look at the letters of your chosen language until
they are unrecognizable and you wonder if you've been writing
or scribbling . They should look as if you are seeing them in
a dream : vaguely recognizable but frustratingly outside your
comprehension. When you string the words together to form
sentences, make sure you constantly wrack your brain for ideas
while you write 'my name is, I am this old, I like, I don't like'. As
you are practicing speaking, cut out your tongue, take it in your
hands, and use your fingers to shape each vowel and syllable.
This is less clumsy and embarrassing than slurring or stuttering
over the unfamiliar words. Listen to other people telling you
that you should not be speaking that language because you're
only doing it for attention, because you like a small aspect ofthe
culture, or perhaps they think you're simply taking up a hobby
to sound smart. Cut out their tongues and note that they are
even stiffer than your own, tense and fearful of anything new.
Put your tongue back and return to your studies, secure in the
knowledge that while those naysayer's tongues are wagging,
your own will eventually be polylingual .O

2

K. S. Robinson

"W e're building a universe," I tell him.
"Knitting life out of star dust," he agrees.
We watch as each little planet comes into view.
"Who will live in our universe?"
Wh oever we shou ld like . I pa int in sta rli g ht as he does the physics.
W e're am azing at bu ilding universes, th e two of us to gether. I hand le the arts,
and he fill s in th e log ic.
"Who will do the philosophy?"
I imagine th at 's my job as well. I just need to be reminded that not everything
ca n be moon dust and faerie stori es.
"Will th ey be brave?"
Braver th an some.
"Will they b e kind ?"
Kinder than most.
The nebulae are forming int o tiny constellation s and we watch th e rose gold
hues com e tog eth er, acquiescing to roundness and beauty and fi ery sp irits.
W e are bu ilding a unive rse.

3

Listen to Forks (India Ink and Acrylic Paints) Stephanie Morales

4

••-.

Streaks of moon light
glisten through the window
reflecting off the mirrors,
flooding her in a
natural spotlight.
Her feet slide over the wood floors in
silent rhythm
tracing the shadows,
chasing the fading glow as an
army of clouds storms the night.
She sways, her arms
flowing, streamers caught in an
imag inary breeze.

He watches in secret as
his prima ballerina
breaks free of her
pedestal prison,
abandoning her music box in an
innocent rebellion, a
trail of lilacs left in her wake.

·••

Samantha Upson

7

I

Make Me Fade (Colored Pencil and Photoshop) Amelia LeCroy

8

Wonderstruck (Watercolor) Haylie Reichner

9

Dana Rigg

Tabby was shivering by the time Dave got back, bearing a
styrofoam coffee cup in each hand . He said, "Sorry, I didn't know

"That's what you're selling in a Sheetz parking lot at midnight?"
he asked, raising his eyebrows .

what you like in it. I hope it's okay." He stood next to where she

"Yeah, I have a bunch of them ."

was sitting, coffee outstretched towards her, with his hip leaning

"And someone wants to buy them from you? How did you

against the plastic table. She thanked him.

even find each other?"

"Did your contact show yet?" he asked .

"Craigslist. I know it's sketchy. Thanks for coming with me." She

"Nope, nothing ."

pulled the lid off of her coffee cup while she talked, and blew

"You're sure we're at the right Sheetz?"

softly on the top to cool it before she took another sip.

"Yeah, the one on 52 ."

"Of course!" Dave said . "What are friends for? Even if we both

"What time is it?"

do get murdered ." He smiled at her across the table, an easy,

"Twelve twenty."

genuine smile . His dark eyes held hers. They glinted as they

"And we were supposed to meet at midnight?"

reflected the lights from the convenience store behind her, and

"Yep."

his lashes were so long and feathery that they cast shadows down

He shrugged and sat down next to her. "So what kind of deal

on his cheeks .

are we here to make?"

He blinked, and the shadows scattered. He leaned on his elbow

"Someone wants to buy my Yu-Gi-Oh cards," she said .

so he could look straight at her, sprawled across the table. "So are

"Come again?"

you going to show me these valuable nerd cards or what?"

"You know, the collectible card game?"

"Sure, if you want me to," she said . She reached into her

10

lot. I mean, if anyone ever shows up."
"Dark Magician of Black Chaos," Dave read, holding a card up

The woman
stuck her hands
deep into the
cards, dredging
to the bottom
and running
them through
her fingers.

to the light. He tilted it to examine it from different angles, then
pulled another out. "Shadow Paladin Apocalypse Bat." The cards
sh immered as they sh ifted, and when he held them to the light,
the pictures on the front flickered into life.
He held a card up. "Can I keep this one?"
"Which one is it?" she asked.
'"Cat of Good Omen,"' he answered.
"Sure, you can have it. It's the least I can do when you're out
here in t he co ld at-" she checked her p hone- "twelve thirty-five
in the morning. Maybe we should give up," she said. "This guy's
obviously not coming."
Dave sl ipped the card into his back pocket. "He could just be
running late. Finish your coffee at least, and then we'll call it quits."
"Fine," she sa id. "But I'm freezing. I don't know how you're
not." A s if in respon se to he r words, the sky opened and released
the gentlest possible snowfall. The flakes were tiny and delicate,
almost glowing under the orange streetlight. One landed on
Tabitha's cheek like the barest of bites. Just as it did, a car turned
off of the highway into th e parking lot. It was 12:40.
"Is that your boy?" Dave said, sitting bo lt upright.
"I really hope so," sa id Tabitha. 'Tm sleepy and co ld and I want
my money."
The ca r was a lemon of a Mercury, a Grand Marquis, at least
thirty years old and as black as the night it emerged from. It rolled

backpack and pulled out a ca rdboard shoebox. It wa s covered
in dollar-store stickers (ho lograph ic unicorns, knock-off Pokemon,
glow-in-th e-dark sta rs and planets) and had TABBY written across
the top in big letters with purple glitter glue. Beneath the mess,
the Reebok logo was still visible.
"Classy," he sa id.
"Oh, just w ait," she sa id . She lifted th e lid back and revealed
a snowdrift of dark, shimmering cards. They w e re in disarray, the
gold swirls of the ca rd backs melting into one another.
"Wow," Dave sa id. "You have so many." He stuck his hand into
the box and riffl ed them through his fingers. He stopped and
looked up at he r. "How much are th ese worth?"
"I don't rea lly know. I'm hoping to get li ke forty bucks for t he

up slowly, bypassing the gas pumps and p ulling to a stop in front
of th e table wh e re th e two sat watching. The brakes squea led.
The exhaust from t he tail pipe lea ked into the chill air in a b lue
cloud, almost obscuring the rear bumper.
A woman stepped out. She see med to be just above middl eaged, but cou ld have been younger, wit h her sl im physique and
e lega ntly long legs. She wore a mink stol e around her shou lde rs
over a dark cockta il dress.
"Are you t he person wh o contacted m e about th e Yu -Gi-O h
cards?" the woman said with an air of grandeur.
"Yes, I am," Tabitha sa id.
" Marve lous," the wom an sa id . "Just let me see what you have
to offer." She wobbled into t he va ca nt seat next to Dave. The box
w as sti ll open in fro nt of him, and he slid it over to the w o m an.

"It is too dark to see them properly," she said . "I need light."

turned around and leaned her bottom aga inst t he plastic tab le,

Reaching into her shimmering clutch purse, she removed a

crossing her arms and leaning her chin back to release a soft

tiny lantern only half the size of her palm. She unhooked three

cloud of smoke into t he co ld air. The tip of her ci garette g lowed

spindly legs and they propped the lantern up, making it look like

like a st ar. "Suggest someth ing. We'll make a d ea l."

a potbellied spid er. She turned a tiny knob at the top and a fl ame

Tabitha paused and looked at t he woman. The pale smoke

grew to life. She set the miniature object next to the box, where it

trailed fro m the woman 's fi ngers and dissi pat ed into t he blue

gave out a watery circle of flickering light.

air. Ta bby wondered how she could compensat e for the t ug of

The woman stuck her hands deep into the cards, dredg ing to

memo ry these cards spurred in her chest. She leaned on the

the bottom and running them through her fing ers. She began

ta ble with one palm, and scratched circles into t he surface with

taking th em out one by one, examining each card in the light, and

a fi ngernai l. She looked at th e woman, lean ing with a gracefu l

then setting it on the table to form a neat stack. The damp ness

bruta lity.

of the snow flurries stuck the cards together and spotted their
edges with darkness. When the stack grew precarious, she started
another one beside it.
"So what do you think, ma'am ?" Tabith a asked . "Are you
interested in the lot?"

"You know, that's generous, but I t hi nk I st ill want the forty
dollars, if that's okay," Tabby said.
The woman spun slow ly around ha lfway, knocking one
hip aga inst the t able . "All rig ht," she said at last. "If th at's what
you want." She produced a pocketbook fro m some shad ow o r

"Qu iet," th e woman snap p ed . "I'm not fini shed yet."

anot her, t he n cracked it open and re m oved t wo fa ded bills. "Forty

The snow began to fall faster and harder, turn ing from

dollars in exchange for one full and complete box of Yu-Gi-Oh

the suggestion of wetness into a slushy, sleety, bone-chilling

card s, t ogether with the youthful me m o ries that accom pany

precipitation. Tabitha shook visibly, sq ueezing her hands between

them," the woman said . "These are th e terms of o ur agree ment."

he r thighs to warm th em and trying to slow the chatte ring of her

"Sounds good," Ta bby sai d, taking th e b ills.

t eeth.

"The deal is sealed ." The woman tottered back to th e Grand

"Ma'am," Tabby sa id, "if you're lookin g for somethin g in
particular, I can honestly just tell you if I have it or not."
"No," the wom an sa id, "You can 't."
The wom an sea rc hed for endless mom ents, so long that th e

Marquis, ca rrying th e box of ca rd s. With a puff of exhaust, she
sai led away, merging back o nto the highway an d disappearing
into t he night.
"That was weirder th an I w as expectin g ," Dave finally sa id .

snow stopped, the cloud s dissolved , and th e sta rs p ee ked o ut

" No ki dding," Tabitha sa id.

aga in.

" But st ill, forty b uc ks for a bunch of cards doesn't seem bad .

Finally, th e woman rose to her feet. " I've fo und w hat I w as
looking for," she sa id. "I'll take them all. What is your price?" she
asked Tabby.
"I wa s thinking forty dollars?" Tabitha suggested . " Does that
so und good to you?"
"My d ea r," th e woman said, "I don't think you understa nd w hat
I can offer you ." She lit a cigarette w ith a cub ic, si lver lighter. She
too k a long drag and sighed twin streams of smo ke out thro ugh
her nose. The scent of apples lingered.
"What were yo u thinking of?" Tabith a asked.
" Pe rh aps you wou ld li ke me to relieve you of a mem o ry.
Perhaps you would like confirm ation of affecti on ." The w o m an

Gas money, at least."
"Yeah," Tabby said, distantly. Com ing back to herself, she
loo ked up at him. "Thanks fo r com ing. I'm really glad you were
he re."
"Yeah, of course !" Dave said. "W e should definite ly hang out
aga in. Maybe do someth ing more norm al next tim e. Go see a
movie or someth ing."
Ta b itha laughed. " I'd love that." She watched him start up
his eng ine and back the car out, one arm thrown around the
passenger seat as he twisted around to see. A lo ne in t he parking
lot, she savored t he silence for a moment. The n, sig hing , she
turned the rad io up and eased out o nto the highway. O

Dana Rigg

Ode to
uoxetine
I wake up peeled, stripped raw
Striped red with worry
Heavy with myself.
Naked on the tile floor in the first morning light
I put on my diving suit.
The weighted boots that keep me grounded
Help me sink from the foam to the
True bottom.
The thick gold casing
Surrounds my body and keeps the fatal pressure out.
I slip it on and forget my fragile body.
The helmet blurs my vision
Resting on my shoulders with formidable heft
That with time, I grow to forget.
Stepping out my front door into the daylight
I see clearer through my foggy window.
The light permeates selectively,
Only the true,
Only the good .
The inky waters cannot touch me with their cold.
The canyon cannot swallow me whole.
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Wisdom of the Forest (Pencil and Digital Art)
Dariia Yehorova

Yosemite Rainbow (Photography) Thomas Koehler
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B.M. DeHart

-Ecclesiastes 12:1-7
When the cypresses, inflicted with blistered blood,
Hung low their coarse branches, heavy with heat,
In the midmorning hour that lasted all day;
When the thorns from the rose bush
Above where he lay cut deep to my heart,
Imparting no tears, no words, no fears;
When the sound of the grinders was lowered
And he, looking up through a wandering eye,
Threw down his red hands at the voice of the bird;
When the almond tree flourished beginning in May
And the wheel at the cistern cracked in despair
And the bird offered nothing through song or hearsay;
When the strong man, bowed and ashamed, lay there
On the ground where beneath him the grass lay flat,
The age in his beard a shimmering gray;
When the foundation trembled and shook
In the night of the sunlight that day;
When the dust did return to the Earth as it was;
When the spirit ascended, renewed before God :
The doors and the windows were shut from the street,
And the music played low like a distant heartbeat.
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Kendra Habron

You hear the distant creak of the apartment door open. The clock blinks 3:41 AM and gives a
slight red illumination to the otherwise dark, stark bedroom. There's the quiet thunk of the door as it's
closed; the air feels heavier with another presence. He's home. By the shuffle of his feet, you know he's
limping. There's a thud in the wooden hallway and you lie sti ll in bed, glazed eyes on the yellowed
ceiling above you, chest barely moving as you take in shallow, si lent breaths through your mouth, ears
straining to make out the slightest whisper from the hall behind your closed bedroom door.
You guess a minute has passed when you tilt your head forward and stare at the door with white
paint so faded that the wood shows in places. After a slight hesitation, you slowly lift the covers off your
cotton-clothed body and plant your feet on the chilled floor as softly as you can. Your bare feet make
little suction noises as they leave the floor with each step until you reach the door. Moving your ear
close, you listen to the silence for a moment before you grasp the doorknob and cautiously turn unti l
the door opens enough for you to peer out.
You see the dark human shape lying spread out a couple feet away, and you swallow past the
lump in your throat. He's like a shadow on the already dark wood, lying on his stomach with one arm
extended in front as though he tried to stop himself from hitting the floor. Dropping your shoulders,
you sigh, move towards the body, and kneel down to press two fingers to his neck to check for his
pulse.
There's a steady rhythm thumping beneath your fingers. You stand up and step over him to go
to the living room . You turn on a lamp and blink against the dim light. You go back to him and turn
him over. Then you lift him by his armpits and drag him across the floor and settle him on the sma ll
couch. Under the light, you see his face mottled dark red, purple, and - in some areas - almost black,
the swollen and soft skin stretched tight. His lip is split, with light pinky-red blood leaking . His hair is
matted with dried blood, rust colored flakes breaking off when you try to run your hand through it.
Your practiced hands manage to take off his shirt, revealing the same hues on his face splotching his
chest.
By the time you finish cleaning and bandaging him up, your first aid kit is ha lfway depleted. You
turn your gaze back to him and exhale slowly. He never once stirred during your ministrations. You
don't know why he does this. You wish he would stop. You know one day he won't come back. You
know there will be no cuts to stitch together, no bruise to cove r in cream, no heart beating under your
fingertips.
You put the kit back under the sink. You turn the lamp off. You leave him on the couch. You go back
to your room and slide under the sheets. You stare at the ceil ing with the water spot in the corner. You

Volcanic
Grief

James Lex

Slow moving lava

And so I would rip it off

fil led with

again and again

tiny spikes

and again.

that stuck
But b leed.

to my clothes
as I got

Then

dressed in the morning.

as the winter wind b lew
and the hour hand

It had a life
of its own,

pursued,

I noticed,

the grief's shape

as it slowly rol led

shifted.

up my spine.
It turned
I wou ld reach

into an oval

and tear

that would lie

it out,

on my left rib

but just bleed .

li ke a pancake.

An d lat er,

And now I barely

it would return

notice g ri ef

as I wa lked down

anymore.

to my first class.
But it changed
the way

It left scrat ches
around my neck,

my sweat ers f it

makin g it hard

and som etimes

t o st and up straight.

shines like an opal.
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It, You

If

Probably Don't Know It
Marina Shafik

When you asked me what privilege was, I thought it
was kind of sadthe na·1·vete, obviously. Or is it ignorance?
I'm not sure what the difference is anymore .

Privilege is feeling sad (or not) when you hear about
another unarmed person being killed

You didn't say it maliciously, but still .

by an untouchable authority,
but not feeling scared.

I tried not to sigh loudly or get mad, because
God knows you would dismiss my words

It is never having a stranger yell at you

if I did . This is a definition that the dictionary

to go home, even if this

can't quite capture.

is the only home you've ever known
(not that he cared).

You've never been in a room where you
were the only member of your race,

Feeling welcome is a privilege.

have you?
Privilege is telling others where you were exactly
Privilege is seeing yourself in every movie

when 9/11 happened, even if it didn't directly affect you,

and every TV show imaginable,

and speaking over those who will have to

with a rainbow of characters and personalities

live with the stigma that came after it

and no stereotypes (and ranting about the downfall

for the rest of our lives.

of this country on Face book when
there are more "Others" than you're used to).

It is turning on the TV and changing
the channel when something

It is being so used to a higher status

upsets you.

that equality
feels like oppression .

(Apathy is a privilege some of us
would kill for.)

Privilege is having a whole shelf
of Barbi es that look like you, all with

Privilege is being so used to saying and

cars and jobs and boyfriends that some

doing whatever you want

have to work twice as hard to attain.

wrthoutconsequencethatyou
can forget everything you've just read

What's worse: having too many options,

and never have to think about it

or only having one? Or none at all?

again .
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It was a cool October day. The late afternoon sky bled orange

And before I knew it, there we were amongst the sun and the

and a quiet wind brushed back and forth my neck, breaking at

tickling of the wind and the lingering air, coffee in hand, each

a moments' touch. Not like the waves that pound a shore, but

other's fragile little lives dearly in sight. We walked and talked,

breaking more like how time passes : stopping to go noticed

stumbling upon a meadow-filled park and a trail where we

only every so often. Crisping while crunching, I walked through

talked awhile more, stopping and sitting on a yellow bench that

small-town, college-town streets, with a palette of auburn leaves

overlooked a pond of ducks and running children in the oak-tree

at my feet-though al l I seemed to see was the puzzle-piecing

distance. I swear I heard Beethoven fiddling around somewhere

together of her face, the face I had only seen once before, across

in my mind.

a table during a night of brisk fortune . Dark hair. Deep blue eyes.

"I love the beach, but only in fall and winter," she said. "Because

Something innately good in her smile, too. Something akin to the

of the smell. I want to live in Vermont some day, though . It's so

innocence of Eve I noticed in her smile from across that rounded

pretty there, so full of color. Have you ever seen a place so full of

dark-wood (maple?) table, just as the bough of an overhead

color as Vermont? 0, but where do you want to live, Allan?"

alley-like light spread its touch amidst her bliss, awakening my

"West," I mused, forgetting all that distanced it from here, the

sheepish eyes to that of a scar at the corner of her upper left-

east, and here, the now. "Always west."

side lip as it parted from the lower. Other faces and smiles and

Then after a long, comfortable pause, she crossed her legs, left

forgetful people circled round us but fell dark into the shadows

over right, and sipped at her coffee smoothly and spoke in the

of my tunneling eyes. All I saw was her. And after a little while of

same gentle satisfaction, "And what do you want to do when we

coy, daring-eyed glances and pawning jest between us two, with

graduate? Hmm . We really do graduate in May, don't we?"

the occasional rosy flush in cheek, I asked her on a date to coffee.

"I know, I feel it too. But I think I'm ready. If now is ever any of a

Though as I walked through the cool, greenly painted, brick-

time to be ready. Or maybe there never really is a ready. Ha. You

framed door of Sterling's Coffee, the place we were to meet, her

know?" I started again, mentioning something about my plans to

face seemed to vanish from my memory.

become a Peace Corps volunteer when I graduate, and tra il ing off

Hair, eyes, smile. A bell rang. Hair, eyes, blur. A whistle then .

with some melancholy laughter at the sound of my own damned
na·1·vete.

The coffee joint breathed here and there. Here with some rather
rambunctious walls of posters (one advertising a roller derby

As we sat side by side, her face tilted toward mine in what

match) and paintings (one depicting a smudge of birds, or maybe

I could only guess was a spectacular awe. I stared off into the

it was just one bird smudged repeatedly}, and there with acoustic

distance, giving my best go at a pensive expression. Hmm. I

sing-songs trickling on a warm stereo setup and the constant

turned finally and our eyes met-hers holding a glowing blue

tippings and tappings of high-strung caffeine-bean fiends

cosmos with a yellowed ring that all seemed to be exploding fast

awaiting their fix. An older man in a tweed jacket sporting thick-

yet standing completely still at very the same time.

ish round glasses checked his watch . A distracted mom ordered

"I don't feel like an adult, though," said she, squinting into the

and then re-ordered a "half-skim extra shot no foam" type of

changing sun . "I, I still feel like I'm a kid. A kid just kind of dealing

order with all sorts of chocolate and white-mocha additions for

with adult-type situations."

her two kids, who argued back and forth and back again about

A pause. Then, "Maybe that's how it always feels."

something sweetly adolescent. Back across the room, a peer

I jumped up and asked her to follow me and took her by the

student of mine typed fervently on his laptop atop his lapped

hand, mine clasping over top with care . We kept in the park and

workspace, papers all amess.

followed the trail to a bend and a break, steering off at a nice

Hair, something, blur. A bell again and I wondered if that was

little baseball field . With the sun dipping lower, casting a sort of

her, just entering the door. Nope. I hoped I would recognize her.

antique-orange shade atop the dusking grass, I hopped over the

I waded through the half-schizo line, paid for my coffee, and sat

fence in a single cool jump. "Trust me," I said, knowing she wasn't

down at the table directly to the right of the door that was green.

one to go around breaking these kinds of rules, but knowing even

I sat sipping away for a few minutes unti l at once the bell rang and

more that I was exactly that type, and that it's always in someone's

in she walked, smiling small as if to let just a drip of cream out of

best interest to walk the line from time to time, devoid of any real

a steel-stained saucer. Her name was Olivia Whitman and in she

fear or any actual sense of doom-and-gloom worry. And so by

walked .

an inkling of curiosity, and maybe also by a good deal of actual,
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honest-to-god trust, she climbed up over after me, landing into

relationship with him as he struggled with the manic periods of

my arms just as the sun would soon land into the moon's, passing

lost temper and self-delusion, both brought out by a surprise

over into another stirringly familiar night watch .

diagnosis of bipolar disorder, which inevitably strained his

Pitching myself a fluffed-up slider, I danced and jigged with no

marriage and even his ties with his family as a unit. He almost left

bat in hand. Crack! We looked at the invisible shot into centerfield

them many times. But it was Olivia, even at such a young age, who

and I hooted and hollered away. She laughed along all giddy-like,

would reign him in, work with him, and convince him to stay-this

and I started for the bases with her in tow as we chipped away at

being the reason for their most close relationship in comparison

our pasts in search for defining our presents in something of a

to the rest of the family duos, and therefore, the reason for their

nervous needlework abundance.

intimate activities together like working on jigsaw puzzles-of this

She told me of her family: mother, father, younger brother,
older brother and sister, two dogs. I tip-toed around my own :

I gushed over-Sunday morning coffee runs, and routine hourlong weekend drives with NPR playing on the radio.

mother... brother... well, two brothers .. . well, one passed away,

It was somewhere around this part in our wandering around

well ... Then a silence nuzzled into our clasping hands just so. We

the bases that we headed to the outfield, and that she similarly

listened to the grass shimmer and the clouds drift across the sky.

headed to a place in my heart that would beat for awhile after.

Then she abridged the two worlds of distilled noised, breathing

My faded white and black converse sneakers kicked up the

quietly tales of her father in full earnestness and endearment,

warning track dirt. Puff. Her violet fingertips skimmed over the

eyes squinting and lips pearling up unconsciously like she had

yellow chain-link outfield fence. The air smelled of a hearty

forgotten when and where she was, or even that I was a near

chimney fire, burning low. A few birds chirped in the wind and a

stranger. None of that mattered when she talked of him. About

few other wonderments of life shadowed around our secluded

how he had grown up in Belgium, having his own father stationed

world. We smirked back and forth in utter infatuation as time

there during WWII. About how he had studied at Harvard, and

splintered on with no obvious ending or tangible beginning- the

then served in the Navy, finally settling down in Massachusetts

most beautiful effect being an undisturbed mind in a likewise

where he had met her mother. And lastly about her once-stymied

undisturbed afternoon of eloping.O

Thoug hts (Phot og raphy) Kam e ro n Wilh e lm
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Granny (Digital Art) Wyatt
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Sarah Meirose

Today I w at ched t he sun rise
and it w as as th o ug h seeing it
fro m th e oth e r side of t he wo rld

as a bird ca ll ed t o m e t hrough my w indow
pecki ng o n th e g lass as if it were
qu el li ng the uproar in its stom ach

a witness to thing s b looming

I couldn 't he lp but fee l t he same yea rnin g

a burning across m o unt aintops

th at incessa nt lo nging fo r com p anionsh ip

t hat sunk its t eeth deep into m e

a kind t hat w o uld only sl acke n in death.
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[ ?Sydney Nola,

Shadows (Photography) Kaylan Wood
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Daniel Stein
S.._~....,
"Poets say science takes away from the beauty of the stars mere globs of gas atoms. I too can see the stars on a desert
night, and feel them. But do I see less or more?"
-- Richard P. Feynman

Opposite: Milky Way Attempting to Depart Spruce Knob Lake (Digital Photography)
Below: Milky Wayless Trails (Digital Photography)

In my opinion, there is nothing more breathtaking than staring

had many years ago. Those questions are still unanswered, and

up into the nighttime sky to enjoy the endless stars, planets, and

will continue to be until we explore our deep space origins. The

galaxies. Likewise, photography has always been a passion for

images you see are completely real and were captured in some

me, so I soug ht out a means to combine these two interests.

of the rarest locations on Earth- dark, non-light polluted skies.

I ended up with a specific field of photography known as

These photographs are proof that there is still hope for us to

Astrophotography - photography of the night time sky.

m ake conclusions about our universe.

The night sky has been the source of inspiration and knowledge

With due time shooting astronomical images, I have perfected

since the beginning of man-kind. How such a breathtaking

techniques used to capture celestial objects with the help of

sig ht was wiped away within the past few generations is simply

technological advancements in cameras. However because use

staggering .. . but now it is tim e to take it back.

of artificial light increases as cameras improve, photographing

Society and technology co-develop amongst one another. It is

the night sky will continue to be a challenge.

a common practice for advances in technology to be put to work

These views shou ld be avai lab le to everyone, not just m e. I

in our neighborhood to make us safer. Most notably, artificial light

intend to accurately demonstrate what a night sky looks like

is used to illuminate our paths, streets, buildings, and more at

with little light pollution . Thus, my photographs can be used as

night.

a "window" to a view we are missing. Soon enough, if nothing is

More common ly known as light pollution, this abuse of light

done to prevent the rapid expansion of light at night, there will

at night has forced our eyes to look down toward s the ground,

be no picture left to t e ll even the faintest of stories. Is that really

rather than up at the sky. Why illuminate the ground; so we can

wh at society w ants, to be swe pt away in a cloud full of light with

see where we have come from? Why not look up and see where

no communication to the celestial realm? My photography can

we can go.

provide a link to the future, but on ly if the rest of the world is

My photography is a connection between art and science, but

willing to coope rate. Let it be an examp le th e n, of what we can

it is also a m ea ns of rationalism and understa nding. My images

achieve by exploring what may b ecome impossible - unless we

withhold the ability to provoke th e sa m e questions ph ilosophers

ove rcom e it.O
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Mechanical Toy Series (Ink Drawing) Kaiti Burger
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My Litt e Loon,
Why Do You Cry?
Anna Lee Goocher
In time I'd take my messy familial state
make it into some satirical story
but when I was six, I stared at the sky
hushed by the grass on 1830 Skyline Drive
and wondered if it would be easier to slip away

out the window of my second story bedroom
and die
perhaps I'd fall from the crest
viewing pleasant things
I did not know it was bad that I felt such a way

I thought the kids I knew also wondered that sort of thing
everyone did
the old man behind us who fed birds
the lady who smoked cigarettes on her porch across the street
the red haired woman a few houses down
who turned a mental crisis
a result of her divorce
into a massive garden in her front yard
I liked the gazebo she installed

my dad said she was crazy
we shouldn't bike that far down the street without him
but that surprised me
cause I was never sure he cared
there are first memories I cannot erase

sitting upon the wood steps in the home I grew up in
steps where I knew how to avoid the cracks
a mere ghost of a child
up past their bedtime
listening closely to parents fighting

resentments flying, dense like tusks
the ice separating them to be forever frozen
they had put bridles upon their sympathies towards one another
all that was loose was
shouting, throwing, ouch .
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Tiffany Nelson

When I was 17 years old

It is not a circumstance that you can put into

I became friends with a man

conventional standards of beauty

Who complimented me using the phrase

Simply because it will not fit

" Pretty for a big girl"

So you can shove the phrase
"Pretty for a big girl"

At the time I took it as a gift from God that

Right up your ass

somebody actually found me physically

Re-digest the words
Let them cause you physical discomfort

attractive
Even though it meant unwanted dick pies at

not unlike the discomfort I feel when you say

family picnics

them

Which I was too na·1ve to deny until he asked

Those words are not a compliment

me to return the favor

They classify beauty

Called me baby and told me that I was pretty -

Something that should never have

eve n for a big girl

cl assification s

Well baby

Attraction is subjective

I am no longer 17

That is just human nature

The concept of circumstantial beauty has

So while I can appreciate that you find bigger

become abstract to me

women attractive

As in why is my level of attractiveness based

I do not need to commend you on it

primarily on my size

Finding me attractive doesn't qualify you for a

I am fat

prize

But that is not all that I am

You don't earn a gold star for wanting to fuck

I am not "pretty" despite my body

me

I am goddamn beautiful because of it
I take my thick thighs and soft arms as a gift to

I don't need for you to attempt to compensate

my friends who want a pillow anywhere

for my assumed lack of self-love

My body is soft, sensuous, and warm

Focus on your own.
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Rosie (Tampon/ pad products and Oil Pastels) Sally Todd
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Sarah Morris

h splinters
The front pore
sighs.
where th e deaf dog
lns1.d e, my fat h er 's
eyes g Iaze over.
Smoke an d g loom
hang .int h e kitchen.
lass ashtray overflows
The g
f the table .
in the center o
t he street, a branch
I the woo d s across
inged b.ird .
n
snaps
benea th a broken-w
Vultures perc h above,
.
hollow eyes darting.
The dog barks weakly,
and slouches.
M father closes his eyes,
Y lights a c1g
· arette .
and
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What Do I Do Again? (Mixed Media with Digital Enhancements) Stephanie Morales
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Sarah Meirose
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I 1n
Coping mechanisms are all I know.
Quick fixes, Band-Aids, whip stitches.
When I set fire to my body to keep a lover warm,
the burns will go untreated for years,
infected smiles oozing affirmations of:

This is fine, all fine, I'm fine
I spent years trying to convince myself
that if I didn't talk about my problems
then that meant they didn't exist.
I grew to be too good at hiding.
I went out with friends, but I lied to them
from behind empty wine glasses and stained napkins.
I dumbed myself down for them .
They'd never guess something was broken in my brain
if I led them to believe that I just didn't have one.
I slid between my sheets in the dark
and felt my mask slowly slipping,
crickets whispering: is this still fine?
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"To me, running wasn't just
41

exercise. It was therapy."
42

Shannon Layne Weir

.16 Blood Al coho l Conte nt

White hospital roo m

And o ne more sip,

And no o ne vi sits,

There's a tree.

Because he's done thi s before.

N o o ne's around ,
He's gonna be free.

Secretly I care,
Because I'm his Princess,

Seventy-five miles p e r hour

Miss Shanno n Layn e W eir.

And he thinks of m e,
Redh eaded daughter.

Fresh grave

Sweet memory burns,

And th at line isn't true,

The n sud d enly, b lack.

But I want it t o be .
Dad , I wi sh yo u w ere gone t oo.
I'd like t o grieve for you.
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Wonder (Digital Photography) Erin Scouten
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· Emerica.
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Oh, Darling.
Winter's almost over - won't you come back home?
The snow is all melted and icicles all gone.
Oh, Darling.
The sun is starting to shine again,
with warmth and light and happiness.
Oh, Darling .
I miss you so much , please won't you come back?
I can pack all our bags,
and we can take a train or a plane or an old beaten path,
to anywhere you'd like.
Oh, Darling .
The gardens are growing green,
with roses and lilies and everything in between .
Oh, Darling .
I wish you were here.
To see the budding on the trees
and spring draw near.
Oh, Darling .
Won't you come back and stay with me here?
We can run through fields and feel the freedom that spring brings Bright yellows, blues, and greens.
Oh, Darling .
Doesn't that sound delightful?
Oh, please don't be frightful.
I know you might be full of regret,
but please don't fret.
I can forget the horrid things said,

There are no more stains .
You can hardly see where the pieces once lay,
Oh, please Darling .
Please won't you stay?
Don't leave me alone I want you home.
We can walk in the gardens,
and miss the sweet snow.
Oh, Darling the rose bed is all grown now.
I can barely remember planting in the ground.
Oh, Darling .
I can dig back down .
Please don't be gone I miss you too much .
I swear, I didn't mean to cause such a fuss.
I'm sorry, I'm sorry.
Please forgive me.
Oh, my Darling .
Don't you see?
It was a mistake - a mistake,
Can't we agree? That I took it too far.
It's not your fault there are roses in the yard .

just please my darling,

Oh, Darling.

please don't be upset.

I'm so sorry.

I cleaned the carpet -

But you cannot forgive me.
From beneath the roses,
Your body is frozen.
Oh , my Darling .
I didn't mean to go that far.
Because now my sweet Darling,
you're buried in the yard .

•
Tiffany Nelson
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The Girl (Photograpy) Malcolm Anderson
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"I should have grabbed my cigarettes," Whitney exhaled. Her

Goodwill. I shifted from my left foot to my right. I could no longer

breath clouded my vision, fogging up my glasses. I stood beside

feel my toes.

my older sister, my hands crammed deep into my coat pockets.

The silver stud poking through my si ster's lip gleamed . She

My cheeks flushed red against the wind .

kneaded her lower back with numb fingertips. Her eyes followed

"Ya oughta quit smokin '." The elderly man behind us in line

one of the women ahead whose hands rolled a fresh cigarette,

rested his brown-spotted hand on my sister's shoulder. His mouth

and she let out a sigh.

hung open in a toothless grin . Whitney smiled back at the old

"My back's already killing me," she said loud enough for

man who had given her this unwarranted advice. He told us he

the people close by to overhear. Whitney used to work for the

had never smoked a day in his life.

Roanoke Times . Not as a journalist or a secretary. She worked

It was just after nine in the morning on a Thursday in December.

in the warehouse as an inserter, lifting stacks of newspapers

My sister and I stood in line behind at least thirty others. They wore

and running them through machines. Warehouse jobs like that,

heavy coats, sweat pants, pajamas. Beside each person was some

you don't get to sit down. You're on your feet for hours. Her job

sort of container. Clothes baskets, cardboard boxes, duffel bags.

required repeated heavy lifting . A disc in her back slipped out of

Whitney and I held assorted bags we had found after rummaging

place after about a year working there . The Times claimed it had

around at home. Plastic grocery bags and soft-clothed tote bags.

nothing to do with the job they gave her. Must have happened

We eyed the laundry baskets with envy. We hadn't thought of

some other w ay. They fired her before she could quit.

bringing those .

A young woman in front of us wore a thin floral button-down

Christian Soldier. That was the name of this place. A food bank

shirt, the sleeves rolled up to her elbows. She slipped her cell

on the southeast side of Roanoke. Southeast was full of white-

phone, a clunky pre-paid one like mine, into her back pocket and

trash junkies and housing projects. Run-down grocery stores

looked at us. She eyed my fading pink hair, which poked out from

littered every corner. Their signs boasted authentic Mexican

under a purple beanie.

food or deals on cheap booze and tobacco . People on this side

"I just love that color. I used to dye my hair all sorts of colors.

of town got stabbed over the standard bullshit: dope, rumors,

Can you tell this is a wig?" the woman pointed a long-nailed

poverty. The rest of Roanoke separated itself from this place. At

index finger at her head of chestnut hair. I grinned at her, shook

least, that's what most people told me. Didn't look too bad in

my head, and let Whitney take over. Neither of us was good at

the line outside the warehouse . There were middle-aged white

socializing, but she made more of an effort.

women chain-smoking in their cars with the windows rolled up

"Aren't you cold?" my sister asked the woman . She told us she

to keep warm. A black woman adjusted her red gloves while she

was fine. Her son had a coat, a thick black one. She didn't have

laughed with the older men standing behind us. One man with

one for herself. She just made sure he got all he needed first. I

slicked-down white hair stood away from the line, dragging his

saw that she, too, had a wide, white clothes basket lying by her

large clothes basket along with him in the middle of the road as

feet on the sidewalk.

if he were lost. I avoided gazing at anyone for too long . Whitney

Whitney and I had come to stand out here. Not our parents.

and I were outsiders. We could feel it in the glances we got from

Daddy worked the night shift at a railroad job right by the house.

the regulars. Two white girls who had never been here before.

He slept in all day until about six or seven in the evening and

How did they know if our lives were like theirs? If we needed to

worked through the night. Climbing train cars and pumping

be standing in this line in freezing weather to get a handful of

scalding asphalt into several of them was his main duty. Getting

dented cans? We'd never stood here among these people before

that asphalt on skin could burn it to the bone, so he had to be

today. We had to ask them what time the place would open its

careful and remember not to drink before going in to work. Mama

doors for the rest of us. Veterans got first pick.

worked for a few cents above minimum wage on weekdays in the

Whitney zipped her coat up to her neck. It was white with

kitchen at a daycare. This daycare was run through TAP, formerly

syntheticfur around the hood. She had found it outside someone's

Total Action against Poverty, now renamed Total Action for

house in a pile of trash. Tan streaks lined the front of it. She wiped

Progress. I always found it funny how TAP worked to help those

her hand along the stains and complained about being unable

in poverty while keeping their own employees struggling to get

to wash them out. I looked down at my own coat. Black with four

by. Since I had come home for winter break, I had to readjust.

dull buttons on the front. The tag on the inside said it was from

Weed , beer, white lines of crushed pain pills on a mirror Daddy

the Gap. I had gotten it for three dollars and ninety-five cents at

brought out from time to time . Not always simple to accept, but
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easy enough to ignore. There seemed to always be money for

There seemed to

addiction. Not so much for food. There would be times when
maybe what we had was not something anyone wanted to
eat. That's when we got creative . We'd throw together a can of

always be money

vegetable broth and all the untouched cans of pinto beans, sweet
corn, black-eyed peas, potatoes, and whatever else was lying
around . If I had extra cash, I would stock up on junk food. Grease-

for addiction. Not

coated 7-11 pizza boxes, chocolate-crusted candy wrappers, and
empty Smirnoff bottles littered the stained carpet of my bedroom
floor. I ended up broke like everyone else in the house.

so much for food.

Whitney and I stood shivering for two hours. Groups of ten
were let inside the building, one after the other. We stood with
numb feet, staring at the door, waiting for the man to come back

Some of them were brown, over-ripe. I accepted a few, though I

out holding ten fingers up to tell us we could enter. After another

figured they would be thrown out at home. The man insisted we

few moments, he emerged from the warehouse. He lifted his bare

keep them in the freezer so they would last longer.

arms above his head and held up both hands, open-palmed. My

The closest table was covered with several cans. Soups, corn,

sister and I walked on imaginary legs.

beans, potatoes. We were allowed to pick one each. Then we

Inside, there was another line. This one was for checking in .

could choose two boxed foods. I pointed to the macaroni and

While we had been waiting outside, my sister and I decided to

cheese with only an inch between the box and my forefinger.

use different addresses. She was living back home with Mama

The woman behind the table leaned far forward just to hand it

after the father of her only daughter started stealing her pain

to me. I thanked her, wondering whether they thought we would

medication regularly. Her ID still had his address listed. If we used

try to sneak more food if we could get it for ourselves. The other

different home addresses, that meant we could get more food.

volunteers handed out avocados, tomatoes, cakes, salad mixes,

My sister passed through the check-in desk ahead of me.

collard greens, peppers, celery, cupcakes. At the end of the

The woman seated behind the computer at the desk checked

line, there were shelves loaded with muffins, bagels, baguettes,

my ID. She asked if this was my first time coming here. I nodded.

thick-cut toast, and plain donuts. They had run out of loaves of

"How many are in your household?"

sandwich bread. The man who had allowed us to come in handed

"Five," I said, mentally subtracting Whitney and her eight-year-

my sister a four-pack of off-brand soda, flat from sitting on the

o ld daughter from the total.

shelf for so long.

We sat in a room with fold-out metal chairs. We had been

We walked out with arms full. My sister left me to watch our

handed small cards with numbers printed on them. We waited

food while she pulled her Jeep up to the curb. The older folks

fo r our turn to go through the line. On a wall there was a flyer that

who had been behind us in line earlier exited the warehouse.

listed rules for the food bank. Young children were not allowed

They packed their food into the back of a small bus and piled

inside. I pondered that. What if someone could not leave their

inside.

ch ild with anyone? What were they supposed to do? Leave the

"We didn't get a whole lot, but it's better than what we had

ki d outside in the street?

before," Whitney said , exhaling cigarette smoke through her

Our numbers were called back to back . We stood to wait in the

open driver's side window. We pulled up beside our crooked

last line. There was relief in finally being inside, able to see food .

house. No one helped us bring the food inside. Mama was still

A ro w of long tables lined the length of the back wall. Behind the

at work. Daddy had just woken up after going to bed around

tab les stood volunteers . We were not allowed to touch the food.

seven that morning . Black coffee cooled in a pot next to the

We had to point out what we wanted and the volunteers would

microwave. We put the cans in the cupboard, the boxes of food

place it into our bags for us.

in the cabinet, fruits and vegetables into the fridge . I placed the

Just before the tables, a thin man with dark skin stood by

bread inside the bread box as my dad entered the kitchen. I told

boxes overflowing with bananas. His gloved hands picked the

him we had waited in the cold for hours to bring back some food

ban anas apart, tossing them into the bags and boxes we held .

for everyone . His eyes fell on some rolls I had picked out.

He gave my sister extra when she told him she had a daughter.
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He cupped the bag of rolls in his palm . "They're stale."O

Paint[ed] Brushes (Acrylic) Brie Hayden

As my knife swiftly pounds

The pounding

on your

of your

flat leaf

flat leaf

I can taste the tears;

becomes

the tears of

the timbrel of Miriam;

those who came before me-

rejoicing

I can feel

as the chains strip free!

the salty sweat

yet

of enslaved humans;

still salt water tears drip
from tired blood colored eyes.

drip
drip
I inhale your scent

Bayom Hahu

and I'm back

you make me drop my knife

to a crowded

and run-

table full of sweet deep wine,

into the street to yell

blackberry and grape;

"Pharaoh, Pharaoh

my father stands proud

let all the people go!"

as soup with your green strength

My timbrel still shakes-

simmers.

My body spins, hips shimmy, smile wide-

As my knife swiftly pounds

are still

Dayenu rings in my ears

Salted Tears

I feel

until the day comes

the heartbeats

when

of ancestors

NATION SHALL NOT LIFT UP SWORD AGAINST NATION

I never knew

lo yisa goy el goy cherev

on the wooden board.

and every child's timbrel

but those green flat leaves

only knows the song of freedom.
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September

AgShgJeo
A vein of evening wind whispers my memories to fallen leaves
and they tumble, lifeless, over crosswalks, along bike paths, at
the bus stop. The sound oftheir scraping gives me chills and I am
reminded of my Father.
I can see the garage back home. Corners stuffed with old
crunchy leaves, dusty fishing poles, and freshly emptied bottles .
A vision of him, suspended, swings gently in my memory. I know
Mom cut him down. Three nickel-sized drops of blood are stained
on the concrete floor where I parked my bike as a kid. And he was
at work the next week, only two stitches.
He thundered into the mudroom, tearing down scarfs and
dog leashes from wooden pegs, desperately surging for the
exit to the garage. Julia was stepping into fall boots near
the door where he spat "fuck off" into her face . He almost
knocked her over. She moved aside, uninterested in him.
We all wish that he died hanging there, limp and so
close . Especially Mom-"I should have left him. I should
have let him hang a minute longer."
I know he wanted to go and I'm really sorry it
didn't work out. And now we all
have to wait, again .O
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The Lineup (Photography) Thomas Koehler
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I

I'll never forget

You must love it;

the way you looked

you're still the center of attention .

all done up

Or maybe you hate that

like a china doll .

you're not here to bask in it.

Why did they close your eyes,
pretend you were only asleep?

The old fair grounds, now abandoned,

Was it your soul-searching, glassy gaze?

littered with papers, overgrown

I will always remember

covering the remains

that smile etched on your face

is where I often find myself each

weeds and grass

as you abandoned me without
a second thought, not even bothering

night. Alone I wander, like a memory

to tell me when you'd be

trapped in the past, wishing I could

back. Your figure disappeared,

forget, wanting only to breathe
again, as if I

weaving through the people,

weren't drowning in

cutting through the lines.

this world without you .

The realization you were gone leff me
startled and alone. My last glimpse

Everyone knows your name now,

of your retreating back, your golden hair

as if they didn't before .

mimicking the fluffy cotton candy

Eliza,

in your hands.

the sweet, innocent girl who
lived for the spotlight. You're the one

A shot resounded over the chatter,
halting rides, ceasing laughter.

I wish I could hate,

A scream, which still rings in my ears,

blame for this pain

had me pushing through the crowd

I feel. But I've always

to find you there

known you were never

on the ground, still and silent.

mine to keep.
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II

Silo (Photography) Thomas Koehler
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Zipporoh Norton

s

I consider myself a figurative painter, using the human

worked t irelessly to b low o pen the conve rsation on sexual

form to d eal with unfortunate social con stru ct s and societal

assau lt and rape in ord er to ca pture the upsetting truth that

shortcomings. The hum an body is amazing; it possesses

thi s ca n happe n t o anyone. It b ecame cl ear to me t hat I had

rhythm, moveme nt, t e nsion, linea r form s, and curves. My

to include a piece fro m t he m ale p erspect ive.

mission is to use the human body to connect with people on

In the creation of Seam ing Uncomfortable, I wanted to

a deep emotional level while shedding light on devastating,

not only explore the m ale f igure, but also co lo r, textu re,

but unfortunately very real situations occurring everyday. I

and tension areas. I chose hunter's g reen an d vibrant

use p ainting to not only express my e motions o n societi es'

orange t o not only cat ch the vi ewer's eye b ut to creat e

fa ilings, but to also try and represent how th ese fa ilings affect

an e nviron m ent th at is very active and keeps t he vi ew er

ind ividuals, th eir famili es, and t heir communities. I find th e

w o rki ng and processing. I focused o n layering and bu ildin g

only way to effectively communicate the strong emotions

up pa int to show textures t hat worked with and against the

surrounding these situations is t o paint the human fi gure in

form. To f urther enfo rce t he feeling of tension, I included

a ve ry raw st at e .

a sewing element to the p iece, whi ch was st itched on the
body in m ore intimat e areas such as the in ner t high, t he

Seaming Uncomfortable is pa rt of a seri es inspired by th e
mental and p hysica l effect s sexu al assa ult and rap e victims'

b uttocks, and d own th e to rso. Th e sewi ng was also used in

experi ence. The fact th at vi ctims are typi ca lly aro und my ag e

th e inst allati o n of th e piece to furth er t he feel ing of t e nsion

upsets me to my core. As an artist and woman, I feel it is

and extreme discomfort.

pa ramount t o shed light on this very sensitive and d isg usting

Seaming Uncomfortable aim s to shed light o n t he rea lit y

rea lity. The pieces leading up to Sea ming Uncomfortable

fo r all sexua l assa ult and rape victim s. Sexual assa ult and ra p e

had o nly focused o n fe m ale victi m s. Sea ming Uncomfortable

need to be ad d ressed and t al ked ab out. I want t his p ainting

was an o p portunit y t o exp and t he seri es t o include, the ofte n

to leave my audie nce w it h no oth e r option . My goa l w as

forg otte n, ma le sexual assa ult victim s. I feel as an artist it is my

to have t he m ale subject look d efeated and broken, whi le

job t o not just create fro m th e fema le p e rspective b ut to reach

d isp layi ng th e resilience t hat so m any victim s f ind withi n

to t he p ersonal expe ri e nces of t hose around m e to broad e n

th em selves, as he looks as if he m ay b e picking himself back

my scope. Thro ug h resea rch and pe rsonal conversatio ns, I

up.O
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Witch Doctor (Photography of Mixed Media) Matthew Perkins, Photographed by John Jiao
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This is a prayer to th e
Deity of Right eous Anger.
Whose head loud with a rhythm
of an entire people broken down
begs to si ng out
to more t han just
the beat and weary crowds
Whose songs become hymnals
and requi e ms
Wh ose t am bourine hands
shake out all her rage
and fear.
She is the Queen MotherRuler. Protect or.
wh ose feet, sla mming on (the World's) st ag e
mirror young bodies of black and b rown
thrown down to floors of concrete
asphalt, and dirt.
Whose hands are up
as she fa lls to her kn ees
breaking into a ragged rhyth m
of "I can 't Breathe, I can 't Breathe"
Whose t em po can't keep pace.
Wh o is chasing
t he beat
despite being
The Beat.
Wh o is, after t he colla pse,
t acit and sti ll.
Left o n th e grou nd.
Jarred toward s an altar.
A Mem o rial Sh rin e.
For all her chi ld ren kill ed.

Nine Mirnutes and
The drums crept out of the speakers and into my ears like a

so g reat." He'd throw his arm out dramatica lly, Sierra Nevada

whisper. Their low humming sent a shiver from the top of my

Torpedo in hand, putting o n a show for al l t he unlucky stragg lers

bobby-pinned, hair-sprayed-infused sock bun all the way down

left in one of our friends' apartments. " Everyon e will loo k aroun d

to my rare French-manicured toes hiding in nude heels. As the

like 'w hat the fuck is t his,' and there we'll be doing a complete ly

drums got louder, like a five-year-old's toy store tantrum about to

choreographed da nce in tuxes." His voice always went hi gher

erupt, the cowbell joined in. The reflex of my body was to b end

when he said tuxes and his hand movements al ways beca me

my knees, hunch my back and fl ick a shoulder out w ith each new

more dramatic like a conductor d uring th e most important

drum hit. I knew this song after the first soft ru mble. I'd been

staccato part of the song.

dancing to it my whole life, but for the first time, I didn't know if I

Nate was on the dance floor now . I cou ld feel him . W ithout

should dance or not

loo king, I knew his arms would be out li ke a marionette puppet

Sh eer curtains dangled from the tall windows in the oval-

and he would be high kneeing in a semi circle. His slightly coffee

shaped ballroom as the sun set outside creating a warm, orange

sta ined teeth would be p laced on his bottom lip, resting and

light. The room looked like a dream sequence from a Broadway

waiting for the lyrics.

musical, hazy yet alive. Across the room, Chelsea was in a pile of

"We grew up on coffee, nights and a's ... "

expensive wh ite lace, looking the seco nd happiest I've ever seen

My head shot up w ith the first sound of Cha rlie O'Da lle's voice.

he r look. The first, without a doubt, was the time Jack proposed

I couldn't resist the urge any long er. A laug h, more like a light,

to he r at our Law School graduation. In a navy blue rope, she was

si lent burst of air, sq ueezed out of my mout h when I saw him. He

waving her hand up to her face with a faint blue tinted-diamond

was staring at me with a one-too-many-beers red fa ce and tea rs

on her finger. I would have hated for someone to propose to me

were forming in the corn ers of his eyes. He was mout hing t he

at graduation, but she loved it.

lyrics, " never thought our lives would change. They do. They do."

Chelsea must have sensed the lost child at Disney World look in

The sta re, the song, this m oment, it was all t o o much . It crushed

my eyes because her rose pink lips softened

my heart and made me fee l warm like t he kind of painful re lief

into a smile while slowly nodding he r

you feel wh e n st riping off ice-covered gloves and hold ing you

head "yes." A part of me wondered if

hands above the heater. My head fe lt fuzzy. I wasn 't sure if it

Chelsea had requested ... t old the DJ

was the six glasses of Chardonnay or if it was because I was

to play this song.

looking, I mean rea lly looking, at Nate fo r the first time since he

To calm my nerves, I reached

tol d me he slept with the "whi msica l" bartender/ front woman

my hand up to my head to twirl a piece of

of an all g irl d isco band fro m apartment 304, two d own

hair nervously, b efore rea lizing my glued

th e hall from us. "At least he t o ld you, Cleo," my

hair wasn't going anywhere. Where the hell

friends said when he confessed. After six years

We

are my friends? I began to wonder if this was
some big, elaborate schem e orchestrated
by our friends, so Nate and I would have
to face each other afte r skillfully avoiding
th e othe r one th e enti re afternoon. Maybe
it was their plan all along to isolate me,
then play th is song so Nate and I, t o gether
still or not, could live out our slightly weird
fantasy of an extravagant w edd ing d ance

off danced
and song

in our own
world.

numbe r to our life th em e song, W e Might, by

of dating, he told me seven m onths afte r
t he fact and th ree fucking wee ks before o ur
two best friend s got ma rri ed in a wedd ing
we b oth had to be in. At least he told me.
Nate looked funny in a tux. It didn't f it
him. The tux physica lly fit. Chelsea would n't
have allowed an ill-fitting tux on the alt ar,
but he just didn't belong in a tux. He looked
like a golden retrieve r in a Halloween
costu me p icked o ut by his pe ppy, t eenag e owner:

one-hit-wond e r group The Lunchboxes. This

cute, perfect for pictures, but you could just see him

song followed and completed every life event for our friend

squirm ing to get out of it. Nate belong ed in a fa ded, rust flanne l,

group since o ur fri end group's esta blishment in 2008. A wedding

the top two buttons undone so you could see t he veins in his neck

was th e last b ig -ti cket eve nt we w anted thi s song t o close out.

pop d uring his evil sound ing laugh . I w ant ed to see grey lead

Nat e and I planned it obsessively throu g ho ut o ur early 20s.

sm eared on the side of his rig ht palm from work ing and reworking

"No o ne e lse eve n knows thi s so ng ! That's what will make it

th e d imensions for his lat est project. I wanted his now perfectly
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matted and gelled hair to be his normal 'lost my hair brush three

to join Nate. For the next seven minutes and 30 seconds, we all

weeks ago and haven't bought a new one' mess. I wanted to be

danced and sang in ou r own wo rld. No one said anything. No one

close enough to hear his off-pitch rendition of our song. Watching

else joined us. When the song reached its final "Oo-ahh ," Nate

him was more than watching a person I loved and hated dancing

grabbed my wrist and led Che lsea and I towa rds the door.

to our favorite song. It was watching all of my happiest moments

"We better get out of here!"

and all of my favorite people. I saw an invincible, carefree and

Nate, Chelsea, and I, ou r friends trai ling be hind, ran about

sacred memory, a memory at risk of slowly becoming altered.

three streets down from the ba r and fell to the d irty, gum-fi lled

Now on the edge of the dance floor, I realized I was crying. A

sidewa lk in a fit of laughter.

lot. Was I about to ruin this wedding? Don't blubber, Cleo. Don't

"Hi. I'm Nate!" I stuck out my ha nd to shake his, b ut he grab bed

blubber. My legs, doing exactly what my mind was telling them

Chelsea and I into an awkward sitting bear hug instead . " I thin k

not to do, walked out to the ce nter of the dance floor. N ate's face

we're past handshakes after a da nce like th at. We're best fri ends

started to shine as two teardrops streamed down it, racing to the

now. So ... how the hell do you know that song?"

b ottom of his cheek like the raindrop race you judge on your

After th at night, Nate and that song never stopped making

ca r door window. We locked into perfect synchronization by the

sense. O ver the next few years we fine-tu ned the dance.

second "Oo-ahh " in the nine minute and 34 second song . I didn't

By graduation, we perfected it. In go ld ropes, we chugged

hate him, I never could. A part of me knew this wou ld ha ppen

champagne and danced arou nd on Jack's deck, t hrowing our

so meday. Nate and I were not Jack and Chelsea. M aybe we w ere

hats up in t he air to the rhyth m of th e music and screaming at the

just together because it made sense. When we broke up, we'd be

top of our lungs, "We eat it up, we spit it out, we d on't know if we

losing a lot more than just each other.

figure it out. We might. We m ight." The first night in Nate and l's

Maybe I closed my eyes or maybe the last glass put me over

small apartment, we blast ed the song as loud as we cou ld and

the edge, but the room started to disappear. Glossy wood pa nels

danced around on th e empty, cold kitchen tile. I wonder if the

rep laced the b ea utiful white curtains of th e reception. The ora ng e,

"whimsica l" bartender d own t he hall heard. I hope she did.

g lowing lig ht from the sunset outside transform ed into cheap

The t hought of her floated me b ack into real ity w ith about

neon bar lights. Flowers changed to beer mugs and si lk, mauve

two minutes left in the song. Chelsea, Jack, and t he rest of our

dresses became black jeans and heeled boots. I was 20 years old,

crew had joined Nate and I. We were currently using our arms t o

and in a country bar six years ago.

create q uick, choppy squares around our faces. The n it was a big

C helsea and I didn't like country m usic, square dancing, or the

step in, two jumps, and then we spun around . The guest s at t he

SO-yea r-old m en who would hit on us at th e bar, The M idnight

w edding formed a circl e around our m iniatu re da nce p arty and

Ranch, but th ey w e re le nient on fake IDs, so w e'd always go

were clapping along.

w ith our friends.

One night in early December, The M idnight

5 seconds left- the drumbeat slowed down and I could feel t he

Ranch was packed. Cowboy hats lined the wall and an old-

last "Oo-a hh" coming rapid ly. 4 seconds left- I watched as Jack

fas hio n jukebox sat in the back corner of the bar. Thi s particular

slid his arms around Che lsea's waist and p lanted a huge 'that's

ju ke box w as accustomed to playing George Stra it, Han k W illi ams

my w ife' kiss on her cheek. 3 seconds left- "Oo-ahh" W e sang in

and Willi e N elson almost exclusive ly. As I was ordering a beer,

unison. Che lsea wig g led her butt and her lace ba ll gown echoed

I hea rd th e low rumbl es of a drumbeat my parents and I had

th e movement. 2 seconds left- I looked at Nate. Sometim e during

listen ed to thou sands of times. A smug looking, much younger

the dance, he'd taken off his bow tie and unbuttoned th e top two

Nate was walking away from the jukebox pointing at his friends

buttons of his shirt. His veins were poppi ng out of his neck as he

in the corner. N at e started dancing by himse lf in the midd le of

laughed.

the ba r, whil e his friends laug hed from th e safety of th eir corn er.

Th e last drumbeat hit and we all stru ck a p ose. One by one,

About two minutes and fo ur seconds into th e nin e mi nute and 34

w e fel l onto th e fl oor in a fit of laughter, t ears, and exhaust ion . I

second song t he cowboy hats had enough. Peopl e started booing

sta red at the ceiling , sm iling and g lowing as t he d rumbeat crept

Nate. "This place isn't for you college hooligans," a bearded m an

back into the sp eaker.

with an enorm o us potbelly ye lled . Nat e was not going t o back
d ow n and his fri e nds w ere not goin g to j o in him. I was just drunk

This memory wou ld stay unaltered . This memory would stay
golden .O

eno ug h to b e brave. I grabbed C he lsea's wri st and pul led her o ut
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Sarah Meirose

My professor talks with her ha nds too much
when she explains to my class that someone's life
has a momentum that feels like it should continue
even after we know they 've passed away.
She says that we keep expecting to see photos of them
on our Facebook news feeds, hear them on the radio,
see them when we catch a new movie at th e t heater.

He was someone I only met twice, but the single degree
of separation between us gave my heart permission to break.
I wasn't very close but I was close enough to someone
who ate risotto and cranberry sauce across the tab le from me,
and laughed at the face I made when I tried a
raw oyster for the first time. He cracked a couple jokes
with his sister, my best friend , and wondered aloud
about comic book origin stories in an empty movie theater.
The three of us spent hours with a puzzle of the Sistine Chapel ceiling .
The creation of Adam; the invention of life.
He told me where the spare blankets were
the f irst time I stayed at your house.
That first visit when your oldest dog was slipping away
and you went out on the porch to say goodbye
while you still had the chance.
On my last visit I noticed the door to his room
was left slightly ajar, but I didn 't think too much of it.
I assumed he'd be back soon .

•

Downtown Nights (Photography) Erin Scouten
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The room was dark when he went in, the only light a dirty yellow ribbon that spilled across the floor from the open
door. It swelled, ebbed, and vanished as the door shut with a soft click. He stood still until the floor, the walls, the ceiling
began to emanate dusty, surreal light.
The room was cluttered . There were strange things, long boxes stacked in corners, piled up to the ceiling, sitting in
the middle of the floor, strewn about. The bottom layer or two had been done neatly, but as more of these objects had
been stacked on top, the placement became more haphazard . It was as though there had once been a great deal of
ceremony being put into the act of laying these boxes here, but now it no longer mattered where they were thrown.

It was a sad place. The walls of the room were covered in peeling paint that flecked off onto the floor. Varying amounts
of dust and cobwebs coated everything, and the air carried the heavy stench of mildew.

He looked around at the wreckage, eyes dull. He tried not to see the boxes for what they were, to only think of them
as "things," "objects ... " He didn't allow the word "coffin" to enter his mind, nor "casket." But these, in truth, were more
accurate.

In his arms he cradled a still creature, about the size of a small cat, or perhaps a large rabbit. Its eyes had been large and
bright, but now were shut. Its soft, warm fur had become stiff and cold , as had its delicate limbs.
He didn't remember the first time he had come here. He didn't remember cradling the immobile, stiff form to his chest,
sobbing convulsively, pleading the then-empty room for help. "Bring it back, just bring it back . .." No, he had blocked all
of this out. It had been long ago when the creatures had been large and vibrant, full of life and energy. Now, when he
did come across one, it was always sickly, small, fragile. They never lasted long anymore. He didn't cry anymore either.
Why should he, when he didn't get attached to them?

He took the creature in his arms now to an empty box closest to him and laid the little body down roughly. Then
he crammed the lid on and gave the box, creature and all, a toss into the nearest pile. It landed with a heavy thud,
and several other boxes tumbled down around it. One fell open and, if he looked, he could have seen bones and
desiccated flesh of what had once been a paw.
He didn 't look, and he didn't go to replace the lid on the box. He didn't care.

Instead he left the room, slamming the door shut behind him. A wooden sign that hung on the door smacked back into
place, bouncing a few times before finally settling. One word was written on it, in bold , black letters:

"DREAMS." 0
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David in Space (Mixed Media) Anna Jennings
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St. Vitus Church (Film Photography) Felicia Knise
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From twenty-feet away
I could just see the
horizon of her bony face
hands across her stomach

and my feet seemed to sink
into the ground
for I could not take a step
the ground continued to
rise to my knees
locking them in tight

and behind me
my papa's feet
were buried too
deep into the tweed carpet
his silver hair shining
his red face
his military man stance
transforming into
a statue of heartbreak
his tears
burning my stomach
as we both sank
deeper and deeper
unable to move
unable to say goodbye
with his sister's help
he escaped the quicksand
and approached
his wife
his love
his reason
and for the first time
I witnessed two souls
departing
or rather
as it appeared
one soul splitting in half
one rising
while the other
took their weight
of what they left behind
James Lex
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My Mother is sad as she sprinkles thistle onto frozen snow.

the shop where he worked. He swung off the porch like a child,

It can be difficult for little-boned birds to scavenge fresh food

one arm and leg suspended over the indignant hardness of the

after a heavy snow. While washing dishes in the kitchen sink, she

sidewalk. Drunk and totally happy, he hopped over to my car and

stares out the window and starts to feel needed-Chickadees and

immediately said it'd be an easy fix, "Don't even wurry 'bout it."

Grosbeaks flutter in gratitude around the seed.

I thanked him and urged the foolish man back indoors. It was

At age fifty-two she has only five gray hairs-silver wisps that

forty degrees and he wore at-shirt with holes all over it. But he

fray at her temples. She has never dyed her red hair and everyone

was distracted by something tantalizing in a nearby bush, the

knows that. Something common yet unidentified circles the black

Burning Bush we had planted some Easter many years ago for

of her eyes and crow's feet fleet down her face into wrinkled

Jesus. It wasn't lush, red leaves that attracted Dad, for those had

maps of yesterday's sun. Her general bigness is unusual for a

slipped away months ago but a perfectly-formed bird's nest,

woman. She is nearly six feet tall, a tower of energy or drainage

probably from the previous spring. It looked quaint and solitary

depending on the day.

among the veins of leafless branches; tangled all around were

When Mom was little she spent her weekends in Beckley, West
Virginia at her Grandmother Elsie's house. Elsie owned a country
store called Cooper's-a long-time family name. Mom entertained

thorny vines, still green in January.
Dad used the roof of my car as a balance and reached his arm
into the wintry bush.

herself by playing tennis against a cement wall with a wooden

"Are you trying to get that for Mom?" I winced as he twitched

racquet. Alone, she peeled open a can of yellow balls. When the

back from the painful thorns that stabbed into his freeze-dried

thick whisper of its factory scent shot into her brain, she suddenly

hands. I could already see blood.

loved the sport for life.

"Ya," he accidentally pulled the nest apart; it crumbled from his

She would sit and wait for the train that ran behind the store.
She could feel it before she could see it-the earth began to
tremble, tiny rocks jumped off the iron rails like fleas and she
scurried off the tracks. She had to cover her ears with both hands.

gin-touch.
"Well, shoot," I said apologetically, "but Mom has plenty of
bird's nests, so it's okay."
He gave up and waltzed back inside where he promptly threw

Adrenaline spiked in her lanky body like whiskey in an angry

up in the bathroom and passed out on the big, suede couch in

man. She took off, running parallel to the machine. She liked to

the family room.

scream as loud as she could and hear nothing of herself. Bangs

But she did have plenty of nests. All of them can be classified

blown, lungs heaving, and ears ringing, she would fall to her

as "cup" nests-the classic choice of the most common songbirds

knees in a cloud of dusty clay and watch it haul away, all iron and

and bird-box dwelling birds. Growing up with a Bluebird house

uninterested in her.

brought me a delight in the springtime that could hardly be

A more balanced relationship began with birds. As a girl, she

rivaled. The calculated journey to the end of the yard was

talked to them and they sang back. When I was little, I read her bird

thrilling. Both the Mother and Father Bluebird watched me; they

books; one was a gift from Dad for an early anniversary (National

sang songs of alert. The key was to lie very still and allow nature

Audubon Society's Field Guide to Birds: Eastern Region). I loved

to resume, forgetting the shallow-breathed child with her face in

to hug that green, leather rectangle to my chest before flipping

the dirt. Under the shade of the apple trees, I was close enough

to my favorite section-nest and egg pictures. Now I cannot help

to hear the nestlings cry and see the parents pluck insects from

but fantasize my life growing up with this woman: Mother, whose

the earth but far enough to be undetected . Mom taught me these

heart can beat as fast as a songbird's wings but more likely, feel as

tricks.

lost as an overboard nestling.

Towards the end of the season, Mom and Dad would take my

Last month, I drove home to show Dad the minimal but

sister Julia and me to have one peep at the babies. Dad lifted us

embarrassing damage I'd done to my car. The front bumper

up; Mom slowly opened the side door to the box, reminding us

needed to be re-hinged after I rammed my Corolla into a curb,

that the Mother might fly out and signaling silence. They stunned

which was obviously not obvious. Dad obliged to take the car into

me, with their purple faces, bulging dark eyes, and fluffy bodies.
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I wanted to touch them so badly but if I satisfied that urge, their
Mother would not come back and I would be responsible for

Mother, whose heart
con beat as fast
OS O songoird's
wir:igs bwt mOtfZ likelx,
feel as lost as on
o:verbo,grd n~stling~
:

their deaths-this was the proverb of childhood.
So of course, I had to deny it.
My co nest-napper lived across the road and her name was
Emma. She loved nature too and we went ahead with our mission.
Delusional, we thought of every reason why we should steal a
bird's babies: a snake might come eat them, the Mother might
think they are too much to handle, a Cowbird might attack the
house and lay its larger eggs on top of the delicate songbird's,
crushing their shells.
It started off simply, just collecting old nests. Then the theft of
nests with eggs became easy. We hoarded them in the trees
we climbed and brush of ground forts we built. Occasionally,
I'd give a really pretty nest with unique, speckled eggs to Mom,

R-

t,, • .--
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assuring her I found it on the forest floor. She cherished th em so
muc h, squeaking in delight, petting the tiniest egg with the most

I'd get frustrated and go climb a tree . He us_e d the grape arbor

de licate finger. They are still displayed on the mantle over the

that Dad built as a goal, crossing the ball in between its posts

fire place . She would quiz me on the intricacies of nest building:

from the furthest edge of the yard.

how many days did it take to make this? How many trips back and

It was only his intention to make a goal.

fo rth? What kind of bird? Then finish with a eulogy and one more

But hidden beneath the vines was a Cedar bird-box-top left

note about how amazing it all was.

corner, sweet spot. Cooper, long-haired and freckly, had a sick
foot on the ball about five seconds before it crushed the bones

The last nest I ever stole had big nestlings in it. In a few days,
t hey'd have been classified fledglings . I tucked the nest into the

of a Carolina Wren and splattered its miniature eggs against the

p erfect crook of an infant Pine on the furthest front hill . I admired

wooden grain. The house fell from its secured location and posed

th e largeness of this particular home-a work of twigs, mud,

open and gruesome on the perfectly green lawn. Cooper fell to

leaves, and hair that had been shed from our family dog, Dasher.

his knees and said, "Oh, God." I rushed to him to say that there

He shed so heavily in the springtime and I know his fur was a

probably was no one home, it was only an empty box-but as I got

co mfort to dozens of nestlings.

closer, I saw. Mom cried so badly that time. And that is still one of
the only times I can ever remember seeing my brother weep.

I said goodnight to the babies as Mom rang the cowbell,

Growing up in a rural space where life was uncontrollable and

si g naling all of us to come in for dinner. My brother, Cooper, sped
up the driveway on his bike; not many kids could peddle up the

ever changing gave me a sense of security in chaos that calls for

entire hill. Julia came in from the porch swing where she sat with

gratitude. Mom's constant expression of love toward animal life

Da sher under her feet.

and wilderness, especiallyVirginia songbirds, filled my being with

That night I watched lightning vein out of the sky and rain

a dueling desire for the comforts of settlement and the wonder of
flight. For that reason, I am a happy person.

b leed on my window. No one had mentioned a storm to me or
else I would have better covered the babies. Or hid them in my

Why then, should she be sad? It's not as if my juvenile acts

dresser drawer like the girl from Fly Away Home. I knew I couldn't

of intrigue or Cooper's accidental assassination caused her to

go out there so I sat on my knees and folded my arms over the

sprout five gray hairs. But the death of a songbird is the most

wi nd owsill and prayed.

innocent way to even begin to describe the flowering of her pain .

The next morning was sunny and blue and green. But of

The chain of those odd moments embroiders the happiest

co urse that's the only nice thing to say about that day. The nest

chapter of her existence. And those days of simplicity have

an d birds had vanished. I scoured the hillside for hours, crying.

slipped away.

I co nfessed to Mom everything I had done. She was mortified

So I call to her now:

an d immediately began to cry too. I remember begging God to

I hear your good morning in the Dove calling outside my foggy

forgive me. I thought I was a murderer. I can still feel my clammy

window. I can almost smell your red hair when a bold Cardinal

little hands clutching onto each other beneath the cover of my

jumps on my patio table . My heart skips a beat. I feel you kissing

bed sheets. I'm so sorry, I'd chant myself to sleep.

my face to rest when nighttime Swallows sing. I am listening to

I'm not the only one who has bird guilt. Cooper played travel

the words of your song. It sounds like yesterday and feels like

team soccer until he was fifteen and always practiced in the yard . I

tomorrow because right now, living without you is too hard ~o

ran aro und with him sometimes but he was just too tricky for me-

believe . 0
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Brooke Monroe

Som etim es creatin g ca n b ecome hard
wh en you w ake up every d ay
on the right side of the bed
and light is streaming in through your windows
and breakfast tastes g o od
and coffee t ast es b etter.
Certain d ays,
I miss my aching and my p ain.
I miss the hole of language that
I could rea ch my hands in
and pul l out something horri b ly b ea utiful.
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